FOR ANY CAMPUS EMERGENCY
CALL DPS
Add these numbers to your phone
UPC (213) 740-4321
HSC (323) 442-1000
DURING A CAMPUS EMERGENCY
TROJAN ALERT
is the most up-to-date source of reliable information

In Emergencies: UPC (213) 740-4321 • HSC (323) 442-1000
IN CASE OF AN EARTHQUAKE

• Drop: Avoid falling objects
• Cover: Get under a sturdy table
• Hold on: to the table for stability

In Emergencies: UPC (213) 740-4321 • HSC (323) 442-1000
IN CASE OF A
FIRE EMERGENCY

• Sound the alarm or yell, “Fire!”
• Call DPS
• Evacuate the building using stairs, not elevator

In Emergencies: UPC (213) 740-4321 • HSC (323) 442-1000
IN CASE OF A
MEDICAL EMERGENCY

• Call DPS
• Do not move the victim unless there is immediate danger of further injury
• Off-campus emergencies, call 911

In Emergencies: UPC (213) 740-4321 • HSC (323) 442-1000
IN CASE OF A POWER OUTAGE

• Help others move to safety
• Do not use elevators, check if anyone is trapped inside
• Shut down hazardous equipment

In Emergencies: UPC (213) 740-4321 • HSC (323) 442-1000
IF YOU RECEIVE AN EMERGENCY ALERT

Ask: Am I in immediate danger?

- Stop, Listen, Observe where danger is coming from
- Watch for TrojansAlert messages

In Emergencies: UPC (213) 740-4321 • HSC (323) 442-1000
IF YOU ARE FACING AN ACTIVE SHOOTER/ASSAILANT

• **Run**: escape the area
• **Hide** ("Shelter in Place"): block doors and windows, turn off lights, silence phones
• **Fight**: if cornered

In Emergencies: UPC (213) 740-4321 • HSC (323) 442-1000
IN CASE OF

SUDDEN TOOTH LOSS

• Keep tooth in your mouth or store in milk
• Bring to emergency dentist within one hour
• Call USC Student Health for guidance
  (213) 740-WELL/9355

In Emergencies: UPC (213) 740-4321 • HSC (323) 442-1000
IF YOU NEED ASSISTANCE OR ARE WORRIED ABOUT SOMEONE
Call Campus Support & Intervention
(213) 740-0411
We’re here to listen and help

In Emergencies: UPC (213) 740-4321 • HSC (323) 442-1000
IF YOU ARE STRUGGLING, FEELING DOWN OR OVERWHELMED
Call Student Counseling and Mental Health Services
(213) 740-WELL/9355

In Emergencies: UPC (213) 740-4321 • HSC (323) 442-1000
IF YOU HAVE EXPERIENCED OR WITNESSED BIAS OR HATE
Call Equity, Equal Opportunity and Title IX (EEO-TIX)
(213) 740-5086
Or report via Trojans Care for Trojans (TC4T) or mobile safety app

In Emergencies: UPC (213) 740-4321 • HSC (323) 442-1000
IF YOU HAVE EXPERIENCED OR WITNESSED THREATENING BEHAVIOR

Contact DPS

Or report anonymously via Trojans Care for Trojans (TC4T) or mobile safety app

In Emergencies: UPC (213) 740-4321 • HSC (323) 442-1000
IF YOU HAVE EXPERIENCED
SEXUAL ASSAULT, INTIMATE
PARTNER VIOLENCE OR GENDER-BASED HARM
Contact Relationship and Sexual
Violence Prevention and Services
(213) 740-WELL/9355
to discuss options confidentially

In Emergencies: UPC (213) 740-4321 • HSC (323) 442-1000
TO REPORT

SEXUAL ASSAULT, INTIMATE PARTNER VIOLENCE OR GENDER-BASED HARM

Contact Equity, Equal Opportunity and Title IX (EEO-TIX)

(213) 740-5086 or report.usc.edu

In Emergencies: UPC (213) 740-4321 • HSC (323) 442-1000
IN CASE OF A SERIOUS ILLNESS
Call USC Student Health
(213) 740-WELL/9355
Cover your cough. Wash your hands. Have a fever? Stay home.

In Emergencies: UPC (213) 740-4321 • HSC (323) 442-1000
FIND CONTACTS FOR
STUDENT RESOURCES
bit.ly/myuscresources

Learn more and download the safety app at safety.usc.edu

In Emergencies: UPC (213) 740-4321 • HSC (323) 442-1000
FOR IMMEDIATE ACCESS TO DPS AND ANONYMOUS TIPS, DOWNLOAD THE LIVESAFE MOBILE SAFETY APP
dps.usc.edu/services/safety-app

In Emergencies: UPC (213) 740-4321 • HSC (323) 442-1000